
Stock&Trace for manufacturing

Ensure proper inventory management
from the arrival of raw materials,
through their processing, 
to the final product

The manufacturing process involves managing products
in two main lifecycle stages: raw materials and finished
products. This requires having full visibility of all
resources including how they are used, stored, and
handled. If these processes are not performed
adequately, they can result in increased time
consumption and error incidence.

Manage your different inventories at various manufacturing stages
using Stock&Trace, a cloud-based Warehouse Management System
(WMS) accessible from any device with an internet connection.

The problem to solve

Visit us at www.stockandtrace.com



Stock&Trace for manufacturing

Do you have any doubts about the capabilities of Stock&Trace
and how its use can optimize your distribution operations?

Sperantus México
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(33) 4160 5468

Sperantus USA
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San Diego CA 92154
(877) 778-8287

Contact us, and through a detailed analysis, we can adjust
a plan tailored to your needs.

info@sperantus.com

A system configurable to your company's characteristics.
Custom training and support.
API management to connect with other systems (ERP, e-
commerce, etc.).
Supply of hardware and specialized material.

Increase your warehouse's productivity by configuring agile workflows. Define validations for your incoming and outgoing
processes, select the optimal picking sequence for your process (FIFO, LIFO, Expiry Date), manage different locations
with their replenishment levels, among other available options.

Efficiently manage the production process from the reception of raw materials to the delivery of finished products using
an integrated system. This approach allows you to minimize discrepancies in your material and final product inventory,
ensuring smooth and accurate management throughout all transformation stages.

Optimize your inventory tracking process and get real-time visibility of your inventory levels and their locations. With our
WMS, you can consult customized reports according to your needs and receive automated email notifications.

Optimize your logistic plan with the
benefits that make Stock&Trace the
WMS indicated for you

Achieve your goals with Stock&Trace


